Himawari 8 satellite image, which was launched in October 2014 and began the operational in July 2015, serves to identify and track the phenomenon of rapid changes in weather. The purpose of this research was to determine the model of local air and soil temperatures using Himawari-8 satellite image. Local air and soil temperatures information were collected from the Climatology Station of Semarang district, Central Java, Indonesia. Interpretation of the Himawari-8 satellite image was performed, as well as the statistical tests of correlation and regression, according to the sun's pseudo motion. Pair correlation and regression analysis on satellite image with air temperature; and air temperature with soil temperature (bare and grass). The results showed the satellite imagery of Himawari-8 could predict the air and soil temperatures, especially bare soil. In specific, the accuracies were higher on soil temperature at 0 (surface) and 5 cm depth. But each period produced vary accuracy, due to many weather elements had may affect the air and soil temperatures.
INTRODUCTION
The soil temperature is less used as an indicator of land feasibility for crop cultivation. Himawari 8 provides water and cloud images to more than 30 countries and regions, contributes to weather forecasts and natural disaster relief, and supports safer transportation in the East Asia and Pacific region (Bessho et al., 2016) .
Geostationary meteorological satellites are recognized and proven to be useful in monitoring and predicting weather such as tornadoes, tropical cyclones and flash floods in the short run as well as climatic trends indicated by long-term sea temperatures, biomass burning, cloud cover and long-range rays (Menzel, Tobin, & Revercomb, 2016 Figure 1 shows the Himawari 8 image classification scale for 21 months. There were 15,336 total images, but only 13,426 images (87.55%) were available, whereas 1,910 images (12.45%) were not available. 654 of the missing data (4.26%) were interpolated, but mostly data of April, May, and June 2015 were missed out and cannot be interpolated.
RESULTS

Interpretation of Himawari 8 Image
Ambient air temperature
The ambient air temperature data, which were recorded every 2 hours is presented in Figure 2 . 
DISCUSSION
Air temperature modeling using Himawari 8 satellite images
Air temperature modeling using (Table 2) . It is shown in Table 2 
Modeling of Himawari 8 Satellite Image and Soil Temperature
The modeling equations to predict bare soil temperature at each depth (0, 5, 10, and 20 cm) using the Himawari 8 satellite images are presented in Table 3 . It can be seen in Table 3 (Table 4 ).
In the meantime, the modeling equations for Himawari 8 satellite images and grass soil temperatures at 0, 5, 10, and 20 cm depths are displayed as Table 5 . Table 5 shows that in general, predicting soil temperatures with grass covers is difficult by using the Himawari 8 satellite images, due to only surface (0 cm) soil temperatures at specific seasons produced equation from the regression analysis. This is proven by the dominant insignificant correlations between Himawari 8 satellite images and grass soil temperatures (Table 6 .) Science and Agroclimatology, 15(2), 2018, 130 Note: Grey cell means no significant correlation hence regression analysis was not conducted Note: Grey cell means no significant correlation hence regression analysis was not conducted Table 5 and 6 inform that Himawari 8 satellite images cannot be used to predict grass soil temperatures because vegetation cover and litter block the solar radiation, acting as a buffer of soil temperature changes (Liang et al., 2014) . According to (Song et al., 2013 ) the height and density of vegetation are inversely proportional to the soil temperature, which is associated with the increased reflection of vegetation, and decreased absorption of solar radiation by the underlying soil. Vegetation cover on the soil significantly affects the temperature and soil moisture (Özkan & Gökbulak, 2017) . Soil temperatures are more stable at the deeper parts compared to surface-surface soil temperatures (Yener et al., 2017) . However, the coefficient of the determinant (R 2 ) of the models are small as shown in Table 7 , may due to many other climate factors also influencing the models but had not been included in the analysis. Further works on involving other weather elements in Science and Agroclimatology, 15(2), 2018, 132 creating the model of the Himawari 8 satellite imagery for predicting air and soil temperatures will be necessary.
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CONCLUSION
Himawari 8 satellite imagery can be used to predict the air temperature, and bare soil temperature especially at 0-5cm depths.
But Himawari 8 satellite imagery cannot be employed to estimate grass soil temperatures at all depths. Further works on involving other weather elements in creating the model of the Himawari 8 satellite imagery for predicting air and soil temperatures will be necessary.
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